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Aatmeeya swayamsevak/sevikAs

The paradoxical phrase 'social distancing' still continues to
dictate our physical proximity, preventing us from
conducting our shAkhAs on the sanghasthAn. Yet we
continue to excel in our innovative applications on e-
shAkhAs and have managed to maintain the momentum,
while also steadily continuing the good work of sevA to the
not-so-fortunate bandhu-bhaginis in our immediate
localities in various ways. Just as the collection of straws on
the thatched-roof of a hut protect us within, from heavy
rains and scorching heat, even though a single straw by
itself cannot do so; We swayamsevak/sevikAs have
experiential knowledge of the fact that there is immense
tenacious strength in numbers and unity!  We celebrated
'guru-poojA' utsav in all shAkhAs in a unique on-line
manner this year and we did it in style!

Continued...

ABOUT HSS AUSTRALIA
Hindu Dharma and the culture practiced by the Hindu
community makes a significant contribution for the benefit
of humanity. HSS Australia works to develop unity and
harmony in the Hindu community to effectively promote
these salient features to build a strong Australian-Hindu.
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UPCOMING HINDU
FESTIVALS

NAVRATRI (17 OCT)

VIJAYADASHMI (25 OCT)

DIWALI - LAKSMIPOOJA

(17 NOV)

TULSI VIVAH (27 NOV)

KOJAGIRI POORNIMA (31

OCT)

SRI DATTATREYA

JAYANTI (29 DEC)

The next utsav is almost upon us; the 'vijaya-dashami'
utsav. All shAkhAs across Australia are preparing for a
unique online experience for this utsav too.   The
behavior of a swayamsevak/sevikA remains undisturbed
and resolute regardless of the situation. This brings to
mind a beautiful subhAShita.

उदये स�वता र�ो रा��ा�तमये तथा | 
स��ौ च �वप�ौ च महतामेक�पता ||

udayE savitA rakto raktashchAstamaye tathA | 
sampattau cha vipattau cha mahatAmEkarUpatA ||

The color of the rising sun is red, and so it is of the setting
sun too. Similarly, wise and balanced people remain
steadfast, undisturbed and equally resourceful in fortunate
as well as challenging times.

In these challenging times of social-distancing due to the
pandemic, swayamsevak/sevikAs must constantly remind
themselves and each other not to get depressed, not to
entertain anger, not to lose confidence, and not to take
rash wrong decisions! We have learned restraint in
thought and deed in shAkhAs and this is the time to prove
ourselves!   

As we all know idamapi yAsyati; this too shall pass!

Wishing us all success in overcoming the demons of Covid-
19 this vijaya-dashami ...  

Yours in service always,
hssaus.

UPCOMING HSS
EVENTS

VIJAYADASHAMI UTSAV

(25TH OCTOBER VIA

ONLINE MEETING)

WORDS OF WISDOM

A MAN IS GREAT ONLY BY

HIS ACTIVITIES, BIRTH HAS

NOTHING TO DO WITH IT.

- ACHARYA CHANAKYA



The life of Shivaji MahArAj is a constant inspiration. He built an empire amidst
treacherous conditions. He breathed life and purpose in a society that completely lacked
self-confidence. Throughout the 50 years of his life, he constantly battled with enemies
and chased the dream of swarAjya. He built impregnable forts, a stellar navy, and
annexed countless territories to his ever-growing kingdom. But more importantly, he
created patriotic, self-sufficient, honest people – both men and women. He believed in
them, in their abilities. Those men and women, who always put the nation first, ahead of
anything else, were ready to sacrifice their life for swarAjya. Such was Shivaji MahArAj,
who continues to inspire us even today.

ShivAji MahArAj created patriotic, self-sufficient, honest people – both men and women. He

believed in them, in their abilities. Those men and women, who always put the nation first,

ahead of anything else, were ready to sacrifice their life for swarAjya,

PROJECT ON STORIES OF SHIVAJI MAHARAJ
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Hindu sanghaTan month

Sydney MahAnagar decided to celebrate the glorious life of
Shivaji MahArAj by embarking on a month-long project in June
2020, involving all the shAkhAs in Sydney MahAnagar. HSS
celebrates the 13th day of the waxing moon of the Jyestha
month (jyeshtha shukla trayodashee) as per Hindu Calendar as
Hindu Sanghatan Din. On this day in 1674, Shivaji MahArAj was
crowned as the Hindu King.

Continued...

He was an able organizer and a valorous warrior. He always led by
example, he knew his weaknesses and strengths, he believed in the value
of human life, he respected women, and most importantly he strongly
believed in teamwork. There is no wonder that the Sangh has always
hailed the greatness of Shivaji MahArAj.



bauddhik team - managing the overall admin part
prachAr prasAr team - managing templates, documents, content formatting
a set of POCs for shAkhAs - working hand-in-hand with shAkhA kAryawAh for timely
delivery of stories and proofreading

Planning

As the first baithak happened 3 weeks prior to the beginning of the project, really
precise planning was needed.  A team at MahAnagar level was formed consisting of:

The mahAnagar bhAg karyawAh and shAkhA karyawAh were taken on board. A one-pager
information sheet, explaining the entire process and do's and don'ts, was shared with
shAkhAs, followed by a conversation with each shAkhA karyawAh to clear doubts.

Execution

Since this type of a project was being conducted for the the first time in Sydney
MahAnagar, mobilizing the shAkhA ToLee was the key to execution.  Samparka and quick
resolution of queries helped shAkhA ToLee to get comfortable with the objective and
expectations. Questions coming from individual shAkhA and the possible resolutions
were shared with all POCs, so that knowledge remained consistent across the shAkhA.
Frequent follow through helped each shAkhA to publish the stories on the assigned day.

Continued...

Precise, detailed planning, along with seamless execution and  great efforts from

swayamsevaks and sevikAs from all shAkhAs were the building blocks of the success of this

project.

SHIVAJI MAHARAJ STORIES PROJECT (...CONTINUED)
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Read The Book:  Sydney MahAnagar Bauddhik team
picked a book ‘The Life Of Shivaji MahArAj’, writtenby N.
S. Takakhav (Adapted from the original Marathi Work by
K.A.Keluskar) as a reference. Chapters from the book
were allocated to each shAkhA.
Write the Stories: The shAkhA swayamsevaks/sevikAs
were asked to read the book and write stories in their
own words, in a prescribed format.
Share with others: Along with allocation of chapters,
shAkhAs were assigned a specific day in June to publish
their stories. Each shAkhA karyawAh shared stories (in
the form of PDF) from their own shAkhA with all other
shAkhAs. Stories were published on every even day of
the month.

The project

The project was simply about learning from “The Life of
Shivaji MahArAj”, in three steps:

1.

2.

3.



Benefits to shAkhAs:
After a long time, shAkhAs got a challenge at
bauddhik level, that needed a lot of teamwork and
coordination.
All age groups in the shAkhA were engaged.
Sevak and sevikAs learnt about Shivaji MahArAj. 
A heartening feedback was "We now learnt that
Shivaji MahArAj is a national leader".
ShAkhAs identified hidden skills of many
sevak/sevikAs. 
ShAkhAs sevak/sevikAs got experience about what it
takes to plan and execute a responsibility given to a
shAkhA and, got confidence that they have
capability to take on such challenges, at bauddhik
level.

Feedback

We had interesting feedback for the project. 

shAkhA sevak/sevikAs got an experience about what it takes to plan and execute a

responsibility given to a shAkhA, and got confidence that they have capability to take on such

challenges, at bauddhik level.

SHIVAJI MAHARAJ STORIES PROJECT (...CONTINUED)
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Documents: 15
Combined page length: 119 pages.

Statistics

Quiz

The month-long project concluded with a comprehensive quiz. With detailed planning,
the team sourced the questions from the stories published by shAkhA to create an
informative and interesting quiz. The quiz brought about an opportunity of e-shAkhA
ekatri-karaN, which had not not happened since the start of COVID-19   pandemic. Three
quiz-masters conducted the quiz in three different ekatri-karaN. The quiz was well
received, and the participants had fun validating the knowledge they gained about the
life of Shivaji MahArAj.

About the book:
The book was written in orthodox English and hence was difficult to comprehend
for all age groups, including parents. 

Planning and Execution:
Planning and execution was very effective, and unambiguous.

Quiz:
Quiz was a great way to conclude the project.



that help to develop strength, immunity, and flexibility. Additionally, it also helps in

building mental focus, improving blood circulation, relaxing our mind, coping with

insomnia, etc. A total of 12 SNs are performed, each by chanting one name of soorya.

The SNs conclude with an additional SN performed by chanting "ॐ �ीस�वतृसूय�नारायणाय नमः

om shree savitru soorya nArAyaNAya namaH,", which means the soorya is sending

blessing out to the whole universe.

soorya namaskAr yagnya:
Considering all these benefits in mind, HSS Australia conducted a soorya namaskAr

yagnya (SNY) - a two-week long initiative that ran from 8th June to 21st June

(International yogA day). Many swayamsevaks and sevikAs from Sydney mahAnagar

joined the SNY by performing daily SNs at their homes. To include more and more

people in the SNY, some swayamsevaks and sevikAs also started a chain- starting with

one AsanA of SNs from their home and nominating others to do the next AsanA. People

from all age groups, joined in and performed the SNs with utmost enthusiasm and

devotion. Additionally, they also created awareness about the benefits and advantages

of the SNs. The SNs were also performed during regular shAkhAs.

108 soorya namaskAr challenge:
During the two weeks of the SNY, Sydney mahAnagar sharireek vibhAg also conducted a

special evening shAkhA that focused on SNs, giving an opportunity to the participants to

complete their daily count. The SNY culminated with a 108 SN challenge on 21st June,

the International YogA Day. A total of 37 participants (including 3 from Canberra)

participated, out of whom 20+ participants completed    108 SNs in 2 hours, thus

challenging and testing their resolution and strength. Realizing the benefits of the SNs

on our mind, body, and soul, many participants continue to incorporate SNs as a part of

their daily routine.

Continued...
Yoga is the journey of the self, through the self, to the self.

- srimad bhagwad gitA

SOORYA NAMASKAR YAGNYA
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Benefits of soorya namaskAr:
The world is affected by the COVID-19 pandemic,
and people with low immunity are quickly
becoming vulnerable to this virus. The best way of
building the body's immunity is through yogA.
Amongst many AsanAs, the soorya namaskAr (SN)
or Sun Salutations are considered the best. These
are usually practiced at sunrise facing the rising
sun. This exercise accelerates the endocrine
system and the chakrAs (the vortexes through
which vital energy- or prANa - is channelised).



SOORYA NAMASKAR YAGNYA (...CONTINUED)
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सूय�नम�कार मं� 
soorya namaskAr mantra

�येय�सदा स�वतृम�डल म�यवत� 
नारायणः सर�सजासन स���व�ः |
केयुरवान मकरकु�डलवान �करीट� 

हारी �हर�मयवपुः धृत शंख च�ः ||  

dhyeyas sadA savitumaNDala
madhyavartee,

nArAyaNaH sarasijAsana sannivishtah |
keyooravAn makara kunDalavan kireeTee

haaree
hiraNmayavapuh dhRita shaNkha

chakraH ||

ॐ  �म�ाय नमः  | ॐ mitrAya namaH
ॐ रवयेनमः  | ॐ ravaye namaH

ॐ सूया�य नमः  | ॐ sooryAya namaH
ॐ भानवे नमः  | ॐ bhAnave namaH
ॐ खगाय नमः  | ॐ khagAya namaH
ॐ पू�णे नमः | ॐ pooShNe namaH

ॐ �हर�यगभा�य नमः  | ॐ hiraNyagarbhAya
namaH

ॐ मरीचये नमः | ॐ mareechaye namaH
ॐ आ�द�याय नमः | ॐ AdityAya namaH

ॐ स�व�े नमः | ॐ savitre namaH
ॐ अका�य  नमः  | ॐ arkAya namaH

ॐ भा�कराय नमः  | ॐ bhAskarAya namaH
ॐ �ी स�वत ृसूय�नारायणाय  नमः  | ॐ shree
savitRu sooryanArAyaNAya namaH 

आ�द�य�य  नम�कारान 
य ेकुव���त �दन े�दन े|
आयु ��ा बल ंवीय�  
तेजस तेषा ंच जायते ||

Adityasya namaskArAn 
ye kurvanti dine dine

Ayu pragnyA balam veeryam,
tejasa teShAM cha jAyate ||

The soorya namaskAr tones muscles, improves flexibility, improves digestion, promotes

weight loss, increases energy and awareness levels, relaxes mind, enhances mental focus, and 

 improves organ functionality, skin and hair quality. 



GURU POORNIMA UTSAV
The festival of guru poorNimA is a tradition to honor our teachers and mentors. The
word 'guru', means teacher and 'poorNimA' signifies a full moon day. The festival is
celebrated on the full-moon day of the hindu month of AshADha (in June/July). guru
poorNimA is also known as vyasa poorNimA. It is believed that maharshee veda vyAsa
was born on this day. maharshee vyAsa is the legendary author of the Mahabharata,
Veda's, and Purana's - some of the essential works of our Hindu culture.

WEST BHAG GURU POORNIMA UTSAV

In keshav shAkhA (sankhyA 39), the bauddhik also highlighted the significance of guru
and why sangh observes guru pooja, followed by a charchA with exciting insights. The
charchA included an incredible story that explained the crux of the society as our guru
and our responsibility towards it.

In abhimanyu shAkhA (sankhya 32) guru pooja utsav swayamsevaks/sevikas from the bAl,
kishor, and taruN gaN beautifully presented three bauddhiks. A bAl swayamsevak from
Albury spoke about his first guru and the importance of guru in his life. In his bauddhik,
he expressed his dad as an inspiration and how it has brought him success in scoring
outstanding marks in maths. Two kishore swayamsevikAs highlighted the meaning of
guru and the scientific reasoning behind celebrating guru poorNima. The final bauddhik
was a charchA session recapping the previous two bauddhiks. The bauddhik also
addressed how Dattatreya acknowledged 24 gurus and how we can be successful by
recognizing gurus in our life like Dattatreya. It was an exciting Charcha, which reinstated
the significance and scientific reasoning of guru pooja. 
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The word Guru is derived from two words, 'gu' and 'ru'. The Sanskrit root 'gu' means darkness

or ignorance, and 'ru' denotes the remover of that darkness. Therefore, a Guru is one who

removes the darkness of our ignorance.

guru poorNimA is the most revered utsav in
the sangh. On this day, all swayamsevaks
ans devikAs offer their respect towards our
guru, parampoojaneeya bhagwA dhwaj. All
shAkhAs in the west bhAg celebtrated the
utsav during their online shAkhAs with
utmost enthusiasm and respect towards
this tradition. During the utsav, the shAkhAs
performed dhwaj poojan and samarpan,
and conducted regular shAkhA activities for
shAreerik. In the bauddhik session, geet
and subhAsheet were recited, followed by
special bauddhik signifying the importance
of guru and guru puja utsav in the sangh. 



On the 8th and 9th of August, ekalavya shAkhA
(sankhyA 35) and mAdhav shAkhA (sankhyA 79)
celebrated guru pooja utsav, respectively. The
total sankhyA was 114. 
This time, the utsav celebration was new for
everyone as it was celebrated online through
video meetings for the first time. The preparation
started two weeks earlier with the swayamsevaks
and sevikAs making their own dhwaj by using clay
for the base, orange paper for the flag, and
finally, a skewer stick for the pole.

GURU POORNIMA UTSAV(...CONTINUED)
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SOUHT-WEST BHAG GURU POORNIMA UTSAV

Seeing the Saffron Flag (Bhagwa Dhwaj), the entire history of the nation along with its

tradition and culture comes before our eyes. The mind rises and special motivation comes in it.

Only this Saffron Flag (Bhagwa Dhwaj) we consider as our Guru, as a symbol of our Tatva i.e.

principle. Sangh has regarded the most sacred Bhagwa Dhwaj as the Guru instead of any

particular individual. The reason for this being that an individual may be a great person but he

cannot remain consistent in his life style nor can he be perfect in all respects. Consequently,

instead of making our position awkward by accepting any individual person, we have adopted

an inspirational symbol of victory and strength Bhagwa Dhwaj as our guru. It represents our

history, tradition and supreme sacrifices made for our nation. It is the embodiment of all basic

elements of our nationhood. -- parampoojaneeya Dr. Keshav Baliram Hedgewar



The online utsav began with dhwaj praNAm, followed by the explanation and
demonstration of samarpaN. This was followed by geet and amrit vachan, recited
magnificently by the bAl gaN.

In the knowledgeable baudhik sessions, the importance of guru pooja and the history
related to the celebration in the sangh was discussed. Additionally, the bauddhik gave an
detailed knowledge about how the bhagwA dhwaj became our guru, role of the dhwaj,
and its symbolism as the glorious emblem of this sublime hindu philosophy.
Furthermore, the bauddhiks also enlightened the swayamsevaks and sevikAs that the
worship of this holy flag intends to inspire us with the positive hindu attitude towards
life. In a second bauddhik, the invited guest speaker, Anand ji beautifully explained the
day's importance and illustrated the significance of a guru in a person's life. Finally, he
concluded with the connotation of the prayer

"गु����ा गु��व��णु गु��द� वो महे�रः" "गु� सा�ात पर��ा त�मै �ीगुरवे नमः."
Finally, all swayamsevaks offered their samarpaN to the dhwaj. The shAkha ended by
reciting the prArthanA. 

GURU POORNIMA UTSAV(...CONTINUED)

गु����ा गु��व��णु गु��द�वो महे�रः गु� सा�ात पर��ा त�मै �ीगुरवे नमः
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Veersavarkar Sakha celebrated guru poorNima utsav
on 1st August via online meeting. The utsav began
with dhwaj puja and samarpaN, followed by regular
shAkha activities like khel, geet and subhAsheet.
Lakshmiji Somashekar, Deputy Principal Instructional
Leader in Auburn Public School was the invited guest
. In her enlightening bauddhik, Lakshmi ji spoke
about the role of learning in life, role of teacher in
learning and what inspired her to become a teacher.
She concluded with some advice to young generation.

The utsav concluded with prarthanA.

VEER SAVARKAR SHAKHA GURU POORNIMA UTSAV



Rakshabandhan or rAkhee poorNimA is an important hindu festival that is celebrated on
the full-moon day (poorNimA) of the shrAvan month of the Hindu calendar, which
typically occurs during the month of July or August.  The festival celebrates the beautiful
bond between brothers and sisters, where the sister ties a rAkhee (a silken thread) on the
brother's wrist, who in turn vows to protect her from all evils in the society. The brothers
and sisters vow to be there for each other in their times of need.

In the sangh parivAr, going beyond the brother-sister relationship, the festival signifies
ektA, aatmeeyatA and prem bhAv among shAkhA parivAr members.  The festival
strengthens the bond between the individuals and the society that they live in, where
beyond the boundaries of our own family, we all vow to stand up together for each other,
and to protect the hindu samAj. In the month of August, all shAkhAs in Sydney
mahAnagar celebrated the utsav during online shAkhas. In some shAkhAs, swayamsevaks
and sevikAs also reached out to other hindu families and tied rAkhees to each other.

RAKSHA BANDHAN UTSAV

The rakshA bandhan utsav signifies ektA, aatmeeyatA, and prem bhAv amongst shAkhA

parivAr. The utsav strengthens the bond between individuals and the society we live in. We

wow stand up for each other and protect the hindu samAj.
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This year, the pandemic has brought
about challenging times for everyone.
During these unprecedented times of
lockdowns and isolations, celebrating the
utsav for its purpose has become a need
of the hour. Checking in about the well-
being and helping out each other in times
of need is very important in such times.
With this purpose in mind, rANi
laksmeebAi shAkhA conducted a raksha
bandhan samparka abhiyAn. The shAkhA
families reached out to each other, tied
rAkhees, and most importantly
strengthened the social bond between
the families. Successful completion of the
abhiyAn was a  result of detailed,
meticulous planning of logistics,
enthusiasm of meeting with families, and
a keen interest, involvement, and
willingness of swayamsevaks and sevikAs.
The shAkhA families have grown more
closer to each other after the abhiyAn.

RLB SHAKHA RAKSHA BANDHAN SAMPARKA ABHIYAAN

Duration of abhiyAn: 2 weeks
Number of families with whom
samaparka was done: 26
Number of SS (bAl, kishore, yuvA,
prauDh) 

Number of parivArs who did samparka: 7
to whom rAkhees were tied: 125



The prArthanA pratiyogitA was conducted to help children and their parents to not only learn

the verses of the prArthanA, but also to ensure they can pronounce each word correctly, and

they know and understand the meaning and purpose of the prArthanA.

Competition:
The pratiyogitA was conducted on 30th August 2020. In the first two
rounds, children and parents, selected randomly,  had to recite two
lines of the prArthanA, in continuation to the previous person. It was
overwhelming to see how our young children were so confident and
were able to recite the prArthanA, regardless of the order. The third
round was a Kahoot! quiz to test the knowledge they had gained.
Finally, a bauddhik explained the meaning of prarthAnA in a very
innovative manner. Newcastle shAkha also participated in the
pratiyogitA, they  joined Sydney balgokulam few weeks prior to the
prArthanA pratiyogitA. A few other mahAnagar kAryakartAs were
also invited to participate and experience the event.

Conclusion:
Participation of children and parents made  this well-organized event a huge success. The
pratiyogitA received a positive feedback; all families wanting such learning, which will
highlight our children’s capabilities, to continue in every session. Few families shared
that their younger children were also interested in the pratiyogitA and were waiting for
the bAlgokulam session every week. Finally, all children who participated were awarded
with a certificate of appreciation to boost their morale and they loved it.

Purpose:
We  say the prArthanA at the end of every shAkhA
as lead and follow.  To ensure that all children and
parents know the verses completely, they can
pronounce the words correctly and everyone
knows the meaning and purpose of the prArthanA,
Sydney bAlgokulam came up with an idea of
having a  prArthanA pratiyogitA. The aim of this
pratiyogitA was to learn the prArthanA, whilst having fun. To make it more exciting, it
was decided to have a competition, children versus parents.

BALGOKULAM PRARTHANA PRATIYOGITA
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Preparation:
To help the children and parents  to achieve their
goal of learning and understanding the meaning of
the prArthanA, preparations began 5 months prior to
the pratiyogitA. In every bAlgokulam session, a
certain  amount of time was allocated for prArthnA
abhyAs . The children recited each and every line of
prArthanA. All the children showed dedication in their
learning, followed the instructions and completed the
tasks which were given to them for every session.



Lord gaNesha is the most worshipped deity in hinduism. He is the remover of obstacles (
vighneshwar). He is the most endearing of deities, especially for kids. As a part of this
year’s gaNesh chaturthi
celebrations Sydney bAlgokulam and Newcastle shAkhA conducted a joint gaNesha
making session. Children and the parents excitedly handcrafted their own gaNesha by
using eco-friendly materials such as flour/clay and turmeric. Each gaNesha was wonderful
and unique in its own way.  Kids were also encouraged and guided to draw the picture of
gaNesha. There was also a bauddhik about the symbolism of gaNeshA.

gaNesha, the remover of obstacles,  is also the possessor of 14 vidya (areas of knowledge) and

64 kalA (skills). This gaNesha festival,  we worshipped lord gaNesha by using our creative

skills to make idols of gaNesha himself with our own hands. 

BALGOKULAM AND NEWCASTLE SHAKHA -
GANESH IDOL MAKING SESSION
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Think big (his head) 
Have better concentration and lesser talking
(small eyes and mouth)
Listen carefully (big ears)
Have high efficiency and adaptability (trunk)
in every work of ours.

gaNesha's significance applies to every
generation across any age group. In a nutshell
gaNesha motivates each of us to: 

He guides us onto the path of detached
attachment (axe) by keeping our desires
(mooshaka) in control, as uncontrolled desires

lead to havoc in our lives. With His blessings (abhay-hasta), we can enjoy the rewards
(modaka) of our hard work, by helping us to retain our good (single tusk) and clear out
the undesired from our thoughts and actions. By our offerings of prasada, we seek His
grace in guiding us to face all situations in life (large stomach) with balance.
It was truly a fun filled and fulfilling activity for all the families.



mokshapaT : Hindu origin of snakes and ladders

The popular board game of Snakes and Ladder has it origin in
bhArat, where it was called the 'mokshapaT' - where moksha is
liberation and paT is board. The game is believed to be created by a
13th century poet saint Gyandev, however, some references take
the game back to 2nd century BC. The game was created to teach
the hindu dharma and hindu values to the children and adults alike.
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The game board has 100 squares. The ladders represent virtues and snakes represent
vices. In the original game, square 12 was faith, 51 was Reliability, 57 was Generosity, 76
was Knowledge, and 78 was Asceticism. These were the squares were the ladder was
found. Square 41 was for Disobedience, 44 for Arrogance, 49 for Vulgarity, 52 for Theft,
58 for Lying, 62 for Drunkenness, 69 for Debt, 84 for Anger, 92 for Greed, 95 for Pride, 73
for Murder and 99 for Lust. These were the squares were the snake was found. The
Square 100 represented  Nirvana  or  Moksha. The game teaches that every good deed or
virtue takes you higher up in the circle of life, finally helping you  attain  moksha or
liberation. On the contrary, every bad deed or vice pulls you downwards, entangling you
the cycle of rebirths and deaths.

The earliest of the four Hindu religious scriptures known as the Vedas, and the first
extensive composition to survive in any Indo-European language, the Rig Veda is a
collection of over 1000 individual Sanskrit hymns. A work of intricate beauty, it provides
a unique insight into early Indian mythology, religion and culture. This selection of 18 of
the hymns, chosen for their eloquence and wisdom, focuses on the enduring themes of
creation, sacrifice, death, women, the sacred plant soma and the gods. Inspirational and
profound, it provides a fascinating introduction to one of the founding texts of Hindu
scripture, an awesome and venerable ancient work of Vedic ritual, prayer, philosophy,
legend and faith.

The Rig Veda

The Upanishads, the earliest of which were composed in Sanskrit between 800 and 400
bce by sages and poets, form part of the Vedas - the sacred and ancient scriptures that
are the basis of the Hindu religion. Each Upanishad, or lesson, takes up a theme ranging
from the attainment of spiritual bliss to karma and rebirth, and collectively they are
meditations on life, death and immortality. The essence of their teachings is that truth
can by reached by faith rather than by thought, and that the spirit of God is within each
of us - we need not fear death as we carry within us the promise of eternal life.

The Upanishads
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SANGHIK GEET
ham yuvA hai ham kare mushkilon se sAmanA

matRubhoomee hita jage hai hamAree kAmanA
||dhRu||

sanskRuti palee yahan puNya bhoo jo pyaree hai
jananee veeron kee anek bharat bhoo hamAree

hai 
aisA aba yuvak kahAn dil me jisake rAm nA

||1||

gyAn ke prakAsha kee le mashAla hAtha main
sheel kee pavitratA hai hamAre sAth main

ekatA ke swar uThe chhuneko ye AsmAn ||2||

Andheeyon main svArtha kee tyAg deep nA
bujhe 

mAtRubhoo ko prANa doon yAd hai shapatha
mujhe

main kahAn akelA hoon sAtha hai ye kArvAn
||3||

ye kadam hajAron aba ruk nA pAyenge kabhee
manjilon pe pahunchkar hee virAm le sabhee

dhyeya poortee purva aba ruk nA pAye sAdhanA
||4||

हम युवा है हम करे मु��कल� से सामना
मातृभूमी �हत जगे है हमारी कामना ॥धृ॥

सं�कृती पली यहाँ पु�य भू जो �यारी है
जननी वीर� क� अनेक भरत भू हमारी है

ऐसा अब युवक कहाँ �दल मे �ज़सके राम ना 
 ॥१॥

�ान के �काश क� ले मशाल हाथ म�
शील क� प�व�ता है हमारे साथ म�

एकता के �वर उठे छुनेको ये आसमाँ 
॥२॥

आँधीय� म� �वाथ� क� �याग द�प ना बुझे
मातृभू को �ाण �ँ याद है शपथ मुझे
मै कहाँ अकेला �ँ साथ है ये कारवा 

॥३॥

ये कदम हजार� अब �क ना पाय�गे कभी
मं�ज़ल� पे प�ंचकर ही �वराम ले सभी

�येय पूत� पुव� अब �क ना पाये साधना 
॥४॥

SUBHASHITA
य��मन् जीव�त जीव��त
बहव: स तु जीव�त।

काकोऽ�प �क� न कु�ते 
च��वा �वोदरपूरणम्।।

yasmin jeeevati jeevanti
bahavaH sa tu jeevati ।
kAkopi kim na kurute

chanchvA svodarapooraNam ।।

The literal meaning of subhAShita is - He really lives, because of whom, many others live.
Even the crow employs its beak to perform various activities to fill its own stomach. If one
only thinks of one’s own appetite, what difference between you and the crow? 

This subhAShita has a very deep meaning. A crow is typically seen craving for food and it
cleverly employs its beak to feed itself. That’s the only life mission for the crow i.e. looking
after itself. The subhAShita implies, that a person who is self-centered in all his activities,
is similar to the crow or a member of the animal kingdom. However, a human life is more
meaningful, when the extra intelligence they are naturally blessed with, is put to use such
that other living beings benefit from his/her life, behavior and activities.
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CONTACT US

HTTPS://WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/HINDUSWAYAMSEVAKSANGHSYDNEY

HTTPS://TWITTER.COM/HSS_SYDNEY
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